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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the polynomial differential equation 
k = f(x, t), (1) 
where x E [w” andfis a polynomial of degree m. Markus [3] classifies the equations 
of the form (1) wheref is a homogeneous polynomial and m = 2. 
Let AQ”, denote the set of p x 4 matrices with real entries. The matrix 
differential equation 
2 = xr,xr, *.. xl-,-,x, (2) 
where X E &a~ and I’, E APg, 1 < j < m - 1, is a polynomial differential 
equation. 
In this paper we consider (2) when r, = I’, = ... = r,-, = r, so that (2) 
can be written as 
8 = x(rxp-1, m > 2. (3) 
If m = 2, then (3) is homogeneous matrix Riccati equation which has been 
studied by Levin and Shatz [2]. In this paper we obtain results analogous to those 
in [2] for the case m > 3. 
2. THE ASSOCIATED ALGEBRAS 
If X = [xii] and r = [rlcl], then (3) can be explicitly written in component 
form as 
dx.” 3 = x~ly;;x’s’, . . . 
dt 
~:~~;X;~‘“-? (4) 
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In (4) and throughout the rest of the paper we use the usual summation notation 
that a repeated index is summed over the permissible range of values. Since any 
summation index is a dummy index, we can write (4) as 
(5) 
where Sp, is the symmetric group on m letters. Now 
Xi %il) = “;o,,)x:~~;; and 
x~ubn) = gmn)Xhnl 3 -%bml ’ 
where 6,k is the Kronecker delta. Other notations for the Kronecker delta will 
be akl and Skr. 
Substituting these expressions for xi,(,) and x9;e(m) in (5) we obtain 
Define 
Let (V,r ) 1 < r < p, 1 < s < q} be a basis for a pq-dimensional real vector 
space V. Following Markus [3] and Coleman [l] we define the m-algebra 
structure on V arising from (3) by defining an m-ary multiplication 5 on 9’” as 
follows. Let 
and in each variable extend [ linearly to all of V. 
For r~ g9’J we can define two natural m-algebra structures on .Hqn. The 
first denoted by JJ? has its m-ary operation q given by 
rl(A, 9 A, ,***, A,) = AJAJ ... FA, . 
The second structure is denoted by 9 and is defined by symmetrizing the 
operation of &‘. Thus, the m-ary operation p on W is defined by 
~(-4 , A, p.m.9 A,) =& c Ao(XAod .*. rA,(,) . 
OEYm 
Let (Wi , 5,) and (Wa , [a) be m-algebras. A linear map +: Wi -+ W2 will be 
called an m-algebra homomorphism if for all A, , A, ,..., A, E WI 
505 /24/3-I = 
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If 4 is a vector space isomorphism and an m-algebra homomorphism, it will be 
called an m-algebra isomorphism. 
Denote by U,r thep x q matrix defined as 
The collection {US’ E &*P j 1 < r < p, 1 < s < q} is a basis for A*“. 
LEMMA 1. The m-algebra structure on .dBp arising from (3) G isomorphic to 2’. 
Proof. For elements from the basis (U,‘} of W we have 
cL(U:: , u; ,*-*, up> = $ c u~pJ~~~;r *** rug:;;. 
L7EYm 
Using the definition of VST, we obtain 
With this same basis for J%*” the multiplication defined by (8) is given by 
As a consequence of this lemma we may write 
t~(Vi: , Vz ,..., Ui;) = a:zI::‘,m,U,“. (9) 
We shall now examine the algebraic properties of ~2 and W. A vector space ?Y 
with an m-ary operation 5 will be called an m-algebra and will be denoted by 
(w, 5). Moreover, YY will be called an associative m-algebra if for WI, 
W 2 ,..., Wzm-l E w, we have 
5(5(W, 9 w, ,-.., Wm), WWL,, ,*--9 wm-I> 
= 5(W, , 5(W, , ws ,*a’, Wm+1), win,, ,*.., W‘,-I) 
= 5(Wl , w, ,..-, wm-1 > w?n 9 writ,, ,a.-, ~,*-I))* 
The next lemma follows directly from the associativity of matrix multiplication. 
LEMMA 2. L-ZI is an associative m-algebra. 
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A subspace 7Y of an m-algebra (Y”, 5) is called a subalgebra if for any XI , 
X 2 ,..., X,,, ET, we have 
5(X1 3 x2 ,-*a, &J E w. 
A subspace YY of an m-algebra (V, 5) is called an ideal if for any WE: VY and 
x1 > x2 ,**., X,-r E V” the elements 
5(X1 , xz ,-**, X -l, W), q-5 9 x2 ,***9 w, X,-l) ,..., 5tw Xl, xz ,*a-7 -G-l) E?v-. 
We recall the following definition and result from linear algebra. Two matrices 
A and B E .&YDq are said to be equivalent if there exist invertible matrices 2 E ADp 
and WE JZqq such that B = WAZ. 
LEMMA 3. Let I’ E AD”. There exists an integm r, 0 < r < min{p, q} such 
that r is equivalent o the matrix 
where I,. is the T x T identity matnx. f is called the canonical form of lT 
LEMMA 4. Let (J&‘~ , q2) be the m-algebras defined on .Mqp by rd , i = 1,2. If 
I’, is equivalent o I’, , then &i and s!? are isomorphic as m-algebras. 
Proof. Let 6: .,Mq” + &Iqp be the vector space isomorphism defined by 
+(A) = P-lAQ, where P and Q define the equivalence between r, and r, by 
r, = Q-lY,P. Then for A, , A, ,..., A, E J$ we have 
h(Al >“.P A,) = P-lA,r,A, ... r,A,Q 
= P-lA,QQ-lI’,PP-lA, ..’ I’,PP-lA,Q 
= Edna, ,...> d4. 
LEMMA 5. For the m-algebra d, we have 
T(u2, i72 ,..., U)J = r;r;; . . . r$y;;. 
Proof. The (01, j3) entry of the p x q matrix iYJ~:IYJ~ is 
lp~. d% t’6t+j*2s = y~(U$ . 
Hence, Uj;IYJj; = rkU2 . The result follows by induction on n. 
The right annihilator -clz, of Sp is defined as 
do = (A E JS’ 1 7(X, , X2 ,..., X,-, , A) = 0 for all X, ,..., Xnler E s4). 
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The left annihlator s& of G? is defined as 
od = (A E d 1 7(A, Xl , X2 ,..., X+,) = 0 for all X, ,..., XV,+, E d}. 
LEMMA 6. 
do = (A E SJ ] 7(Ui: , lIJ:i ,,.., U& , A) = 0 for all il ,..., imel , jl ,..., j,,J 
=(Ujlr+l <i<pandl <j<q) 
where Y = rank I’, T is in canonical form and (U,> denotes the subspace spanned by 
the lJIC . Likewise 
,+I = {A E A? j 7(A, Uj; , Uf: ,..., Us;:;) = 0 for all iI ,..., ime , j, ,..., jmel} 
==(U3iI 1 <i<pandr+l <j<q), 
where Y = rank r and r is in canonical form. 
Proof. (for right annihilator). For the first equality, it is clear that s(e, is con- 
tained in the right hand side. Conversely, if A E right-hand side, consider 
7(X, , X2 ,..., X;a--l , A), where 
Then 
7(X1 > x2 ,.a., Xmel , A) = $2 ..a x;;:“m-‘7( U;; ,..., lJ;z+: , A) = 0. 
For the second equality, let A = atsUtS. For all ir , ia ,..., i,,, , jl , ja , . . . . j, , we 
have 
7(Uji: , U> ,..., U;z , A) = 0. 
This equation holds if and only if 
ats7(lQ , lJj2: ,..., Uj; , U,‘) 
= atslJ,i:Q .. . u;frui,s = 0, for all il ,..., i, , j, ,..., jm . 
This last equation holds, by Lemma 5, if and only if 
a,q+p; . . . r$-lu) = 0, for all iI ,..., i,-r , jr ,..., j,-, , t. 
Moreover, this last equation holds if and only if 
atsr+-l = 0 for all j,-r and t since for each k, 
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1 <k <m- l& # 0 for somej, and irc+l . Now .@-I = 85-l if j,, < r 
and I’5-1 = 0 if j,J’> r + 1, where I’ is canonical form. Therefore, 
A E J& if and only if at’@+1 = ati- = 0 
for l<j,-,<r and l<t<q. 
LEMMA 7. Let r and f E .Mpq determine algebras JS’ and s?? If 4: d + d is 
an isomorphisnt, then q%(&) = & andq6(cc4,) = di . 
Proof. Let AE&~ and XI ,..., X*-r E ~8. Then there exist X, E G? such 
thatX8=$(X,),1 <i<m-1. 
+@A , ;p, ,***, &t-l ,4(A)) = 7jWU d(-%)m 4KnA b(A)) 
= +rl(X, , X, ,.-., -L-, , A) 
zzz 
0, so +(A) E A,. 
Conversely, if a E &i then a = +(A) for some A E sJ. Hence, 
0 = 7j(kl , ;p, )..., %a-, > a) = W(-U dW&v dP&d~ +(A)) 
= 44X1 , X, ,..., Xv,-, , A), 
so rl(X* 9 x2 ,..., X,-r, A) = 0, and A E dO. 
The differential equations k = f (x) and j = g(y), where f and g are poly- 
nomials and x, y E VP, are called linearly equiwaknt if there is an invertible linear 
map~:R~--+Rnsuchthatg=~ofor-l. 
THEOREM 1. Let I’ and f E AS” define the daj%rentiaE equations 8 = X(rX)*-l 
and Y = Y(fY)-I. These da@rential equations are linearly equivalent if and only 
if the algebras W and 4 determined by r and f are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let T: W + 9 be the given algebra isomorphism. Let Y = T(X). 
Then Y = ~(8) and Y = g(Y) become 
m = df (-0 = A+% so g = 7ofo7-1. 
Conversely, let 7 define the linear equivalence. We now show that 7 preserves 
the m-algebra structure. Now 
Tp(q ) uk ,...) up, = .(a,$::@,i) 
= Qijl...3m 
ii,. . 'frnT( U,") 
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Also, 
a$::;$; = b$$;:z, . . . b$zd;;:::;;. 
Now from (6) and (7), the given differential equations can be written as 
Let ygk 
Also, 
from which we obtain (10). 
THEOREM 2. Let pq = $4 = N. Suppose r and f’~ &,,a determine the 
associative m-algebras x2 and J#. Then ~4 N ycs^ if and only if rank r = rank f 
and me of the following holds 
(9 P = 6, q = 4 
(ii) rank r = 0. 
Proof. Let r = rank I’ and r^ = rankf. By Lemma 3 we may assume that 
r = (: 3 and f = (: z). 
Suppose that 4: & + & is an isomorphism. Then by Lemma 7, &a$,) = &i 
and &,x2) = ,&. Upon equating dimensions we obtain 
4(P - y) = 4($ - 3 and p(q - I) = $(!I - i), 
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which implies that 
rq = +lj and rp = $. 
Hence if rank P = r = 0, then + = 0 and d and & are both the zero algebra. 
Now assume r # 0 and hence r^ # 0. Then 
Dividing by pq = &, we obtain $1~ = p/j, which implies that p = $, q = 4 and 
r = r^, case (i). 
Conversely, suppose rank r = rank f and either (i) or (ii) hold. If (ii) holds 
then both J&’ and JI? are the zero algebras; if (i) holds the identity mapping 
between & and d is an isomorphism. 
3. THE PIERCE DECOMPOSITION 
As an alternative notation for the m-ary multiplication in .GP’, let 
and 
Thus, 
A, * A, = AJA, 
#I =Az+~A..-*jj (k factors). 
G4 , A, ,..., A,) =A,*A,*--*A,. 
LEMMA 8. If r E .M8q, there is a Q E Mq” such that I’QI’ = r. 
Proof. There is an r 3 0 such that r is equivalent to f = (2 i), so that 
f = WIZ where W and 2 are invertible. If there is a Q such that f’Qf = f, 
then r(ZQW)I’ = r. We may take Q = ft since fftf = f. 
LEMMA 9. The set F = {P E Jlq” 1 rPr = r, PIml = P} is not empty. 
Proof. Let Q be such that rQr = r. We claim that QrQ E 9. For 
(QrQ)(rQrQ)“-l = Q(2(r(Qr)s+2)Q and r(Qr)k = r for any positive integer k. 
An element A E ~4 is called idempotent if A[ml = A. 
THEOREM 3. If SL? is not isomorphic to the zero urgebra then sl contains a 
nontrivial idempotent. 
Proof. Since JY is not isomorphic to the zero algebra, r is not equivalent to 0. 
Hence, there exists an integer Y > 1 such that r is equivalent to f = (2 z). 
The m-algebra d defined by f is isomorphic to &’ and in d the element 
19 = (ir z) is a nontrivial idempotent. 
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An idempotent P E J& is called principal if for any nonzero idempotent 
P1 E -oZ, P * Pi”-‘] # 0, P1 * P * Pi”‘-2] # 0 ,..., and Pirn-‘] * P # 0. 
We now establish the following notation. Let 
If PES, let 
&ST(P) = (P[+ll * B * P[“-ll 1 B E&‘}. 
We shall also denote the set 3?(P) by P@-11 * & * p[+ll. 
LEMMA 10. 1j P ES’, then ~4 = &7(P) 03. 
Proof. If A E &, we may write 
A = pb-11 * A * PW-11 + (A - p[~-11 * A * J’WI). 
Now T(A - P[+ll * A * P[m-ll)r = TAT - TAT = 0, since P E 9. Further- 
more, the sum is direct, for suppose A E g(P) n 9. Then for some B E -02, 
A = P[m-ll * B * P[+ll. We have P@-11 * A * Plm-11 = A since TPr = IT 
But, A = Plm-ll * B * PLm-ll = P(rP)m-2(I’Br) P(rP)m-2 = 0 since B ~4. 
The following two lemmas are easily established. 
LEMMA 11. For k E .9, the projection &: G! --f S(P) defined by 
,&,(A) = JW-11 * A * pP’-11 
is an m-algebra endomorphism. 
LEMMA 12. 9 = ker & . 
THEOREM 4. If P E g’, then P is a principal idempotent of &‘. 
Proof. Let E be an idempotent of J&’ and suppose P x E[+ll = 0. Then 
0 = rp * Eb-lir = (rzqmy-1 = r(m)+ 
But, 
E z E[‘M = ELmI * Eb-11 = g(r(Er)“-1)fl’W z 0. 
A similar argument holds if E * P * EL”-21 = O,..., E[“-ll x P = 0. 
If P E 9, the full Pierce decomposition of JX! is 
PP-11 * Jg * p[m-ll + p[m-ll * &t * (1 - pwl) + (1 - Pb4) * Jzz *Pb-11 
+ (1 - P[+l’) * & * (1 - P+‘l), (11) 
where the notation used is defined analogously to the notation for P[“-ll * 
d * P[m-ll. 
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LEMMA 13. The full Pierce decomposition of .d in (11) is a direct sum decom- 
position of d. 
Proof. We can write 
-4 z (PWI z+c A * PWI) + (PWI +c A - p[m-11 * A x+ PWI) 
+ (A z+ p[“-11 - PF-11 z+ A * PWI) 
+ (A - p[m-11 * A - A z+c pb-11 + p[m-11 z+c 14 * PWI). (W 
Each of the four terms enclosed in parentheses in (12) lies in one of the factors 
of the full Pierce decomposition of &‘. Moreover, the four factors in (11) are 
pairwise disjoint. For if 
B E p[m-11 z+ & z+ p[+ll n p[~=ll z+z & * (I - PWI), 
then there exist A, , A, E ~2 such that 
B = PW-11 * A, * PC+11 = p[“-11 * A, - ph-11 z+c A, +z p[m-11. (13) 
Multiplying each term in (13) on both sides by Pfm-ll and using the fact that 
Prrnl = P we have 
plm-11 * B * p[+ll = p[nr-ll * A, * ph-11 
x p[m-11 z+c A, * p[+ll - PC,+11 * A, +c ph-11 
= 0. 
Hence, from Lemmas 10 and 12, B = 0. The other six intersections can be 
shown to be zero in a similar way. 
Define for P E 9 
U,(P) = {P[mpll * B 1 B E$} 




We can identify these sets with the various pieces of the full Pierce decomposition 
of &. 
THEOREM 5. Let P E F. Then 
(i) ph-11 * &! * P[m-11 = @(P) 
(ii) pb-11 * d * (1 - PWI) = VI(P) 
(iii) (1 - PW’I) * .d * PEW-11 = %?*(P) 
(iv) (1 - pCm-ll) * .& * (1 - Prm-ll) = .Y. 
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PYOO~. (ii). Let A E & and consider the element 
p[m-11 * A _ p[m-11 * A z+c p[‘=ll E p[“-11 * &’ z+c (1 - pW1). 
Let B = A - Plm-11 * A * P[+il. Since rBr = 0, it follows that B ~3. 
Moreover, 
f’[“-11 * B = &W-11 * A - PM-11 z+ A * P[“‘-11 E %T#‘). 
Conversely, if B E 9 then 
B = A - f’k-11 * A * f’P’-11 for some A E &. 
Then PInl-ll * B E ql(P), but 
fW-11 * B = p[m-11 * A - f’[+11 +c A * PC”-11 E P[I”-11 * & * ~[“-ll. 
The other two equalities are proved similarly. 
LEMMA 14. U,(P), i = 1, 2, is a zero m-algebra. 
Proof. Suppose Bj E Wl(P), 1 < j 6 m. Then 
B, = p[m-11 * Bj’ for some B,’ ~9, 1 < j < m. 
Hence, 
r)(& , B, ,..., B,) = f’W--11 * B,’ * pb’-11 * B,’ * . . . * PW-11 z+ &,,I = 0, 
since PI+11 * B,’ * P[m-ll = 0 for B,’ E JJ by Lemma 12. Similarly, Uz(P) 
is a zero m-algebra. 
Let ri: 9 --f gi(P), i = 1,2, be the projection map. Thus, r,(B) = P@--ll * B 
and ~a(@ = B * P[+ll, for B E 4. 
LEMMA 15. kerPi = q,i = 1,2,sothatVi(P)=9/x. 
Proof. If Ai E x, i = I, 2, then [,(Ai) = P@+ll(I’A,r)P[“-ll = 0 since 
either I’A, = 0 or AJ = 0. Hence, A, ~9 and rr,(AJ is well defined. Now 
n,(A,) = P@-ll(I’A,) = 0 which implies that A, E ker n,. Similarly A, E ker ~a. 
Conversely, suppose A E ker 7, . Then P@-ll * A = 0. Multiplying on the left 
by P we have (rP)+lrA = I’A = 0 since rPI’ = 0. Hence, A E q . Similarly, 
ifAEkerrr,,thenAP=O. 
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THEOREM 6. Let d = 93(P) @Vi(P) @ S2(P) @ 9. For X E &, wyite 
X=A+B+C+DwhereA~~(P),.%3~El(P), CE%2(P)undDE9.Let 
Xl , x2 ,**-, X, E d and elite 7(X, , X2 ,..., X,) = Yl + Yz + Y, + Y4. Then 
Yl = rl(A, 3 A, ,*-., &I) 
Yz = 44 9 A, ,..-, Am-, > &n) 
Yz = rl(G , A,, A, ,..., Am-, , A,) 
Y4 = ~(4, A, > A, ,..., Am-, , &rJ. 
Proof. If X = A + B + C + D, it then follows from the definitions for 
gi(P) and Y; , i = 1,2, that for any Xi , X, ,..., X, E ~4, 
~(6 4 , X, ,..., Xm-,) = 7(X1, B, X2 ,..., Xm-,) = -*- 
= 71(X, ,.*a, B, X,,-,) = 0 
rl(Xl , c, x2 ,***, X,-l) = 7(X, ) x, , c, x, ,..., X,-J = ... 
= 7(X1 ,*--, X,-l, C) = 0 
rl(D, 4 y..~s X,-l) = r](X, , D, X2 ,..., X,n-,) = ..* 
= ?1(Xl >-*., X,,-, , D) = 0. 
From these equations we conclude that the only nonzero terms in 7(X, ,..., X,) 
are 
~(4 , A, ,..., A,), +, , A, ,..., Am-, , B,), 
r)(G , A, 9..., Am-, > Am) and dD,, A, ,..-, Am-, , Bm). 
Now @, , A, ,..., A,) -W’), since a(P) is a subalgebra of &. Next, consider 
d4 , A, ,--., A,-, , B,). Since A, E@(P) = P[+ll + LS’ * P[+ll we have 
Ai = P[+11 * Ai * P[m-11, A,’ E A?, and since B, E gl(P), we have B, = 
P[+ll * B,‘, B,’ E#. Thus, 
h% , A, ,..., A,-, , B,) = (PW11 * A,’ * fW-11 * p[“-11 * A,’ * PW-11 z+c . . . * 
P[+ll * Ah-, * pt’=11 * f’W1) * B,’ 
= YrB,’ , 
where Y represents the term enclosed in parentheses in the previous expression. 
Moreover, rYI’B,‘r = 0 since rB,‘r = 0. Thus, YrB,’ ~3 and 
M, > A, ,..., A,-, , B,) E gl(P). In an analogous manner one can verify the 
other two equalities. 
Let A E W and let X be a real number. We define the set 
edA = {B E 9? / /.L(A ,..., A, B) = XB}. 
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THEOREM 7. Let P be an idempotent of W (equivalently of &). If P E 9, then 
Furthermore, s$( 1) = B(P), s4’( 1 /m) = 2YI(P) @ g2(P) and d’(O) = Y. 
Proof. If h # A’ then ,Oe(/\) n .~$(h’) = (0). For if B E JZ$(A) n &@‘) then 
p(P,..., P, B) = hB = h’B, so B = 0. The result will now follow from dimension 
arguments, the decomposition of 92 = & as a vector space in Theorem 6, and 
the following set inclusions: 
(i) If h # 1 then JZJ@) C9. 
(ii) Y C dp(0). 
(iii) gI(P) @ +Z2(P) C&$(1/m). 
(iv) 9(P) C ~2~(1). 
The inclusion proofs require the following identity. 
p(P,..., p, A) = ‘,- ;-; 1-~-1-k] * A * PIk’ (14) 
(i) Suppose that /\ # 1 and let A E sd,(h). 
From (14) we have 
77-l 
mhA = 1 PIm--l--ltl * A * PPI. 
k=O 
Pre and postmultiplying by I’ on both sides of this equation and using the fact 
that I’PT = r, we obtain 
mXrAr = mrAr. 
Hence, TAT = 0 and A ~3. 
(ii) If A E 9, then AT = I’A = 0 and from (14) we have p(P,..., P, A) = 0. 
Hence, A E s$(O). 
(iii) If A E gI(P), then A = P[+ll * B for some B E 4. Substituting in 
(14) we have 
tL(P,..., p, A) = .& mfl PM-l-k1 * PM-11 * B * P[kl, 
k=O 
All terms of this sum are zero except when k = 0 because I’Br = 0. Hence 
pL(p,..., P, A) = (l/m) P[+ll * B = (l/m)A, since P is an idempotent. If 
A E %T2(P), the proof is analogous. 
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(iv) If A ELI then A = P@-ll * B * P[+ll for some B E d. Sub- 
stituting in (14) we have 
m-1 
cL(P,..., P,A) = + c P[m-l--k1 * f’l’+11 * B * pP’+11 * PPI . 
k=O (15) 
Letting 2 = p(P,..., P, A) in (15) we obtain 
m-2 
or 
mZ = 2A + c f’[f’+l-~l * A * f’[kl 
k=l 
(16) 
mZ = 2A + (m - 2)(P* A +P). 
Pre- and postmultiplying both sides of (16) by P[m-ll and using the fact that for 





Adding (16) and (17) we have 








Z=A and A E&~(I). 
Finally, as vector spaces, 
9 = g’(P) 0 9 C Jql) 0 J$ (+-) @I &3$(O) C 9 
and 
f = gI(P) 0 W2(P) @ 9 C 3;4p (*) @I JqO) c 9. 
This completes the proof. 
(17) 
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4. MAKIMALITY OF 4 
Let r E &I=” have rank r. We may then partition r as follows: 
r= IT 0 
i 1 0 0’ 
where I,. is an r x r identity matrix. Similarly, if A E .Mq” we may partition A as 
follows: 
A = c; f:) 
where A, is an Y x r matrix. We then have 
4 0 rAr= o o’ ( 1 
Since 9 = {A E s2 1 FAT = 0}, we have 
LEMMA 16. If r is in canonical form, then 9 = {A E AQ” 1 A, 
is partitioned as in (18). 
Now let 
$ be an ideal of 9. Define 
E($)= u {A,“jl<i,j<r). 
-KY 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 16 we have 
LEMMA 17. $cYifandonlyifE(,$) =O. 
We now define the mapping rr: dq” + JZqP by 
v(A); = A,i for 1 <i,j<r 
= 0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 18. If f is an ideal of 9 and A E $, then n(A) E f. 
Proof. Let G, = (2 E) E 92. Then 
(18) 
0} where A 
w(G ,..., G,,A)=G~m-11*A+G~m-21~A~G,+~~~+A*G;m-1’ 
= (“,1 “,2) + (m- 2) (2 3 + (;; “,) 
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where A is partitioned as in (18). Define 
B = mp(Gr ,..., G,, A) - A = (‘” -ol’ A1 -“;I. 
Since A E $, then B E $. Furthermore using the computation above on B, we 
obtain 
t4G ,.-.> G, , B) = (m - 1) a(A). 
Hence r(A) E 9. 
LEMMA 19. If $ is an ideal of 9 and A E $, then AjiUI1 E % for any i, j 
where1 <i,j<r. 
Proof. Since f is an ideal and rr(A) E f we have 
mp(lJii,..., lJ2, n(A)) = c (Aki U,i + AikUik) + (m - 2) Al U,i 
k 
= B,E$. 
That is, this multiplication yields a matrix B, whose (i, i) entry is mA,i, the rest 
of whose entries in the ith row and column are the corresponding entries of T(A) 
and all of whose other entries are zero. Performing this same operation on Bi , 
we obtain: 
mp( lJji,..., uj, Bi) = A+U,i + AIU,3 = i&, if i#j 
= C (A,iU,i + AikUik) + (m2 - 2) AiiU,i if i = j. 
k 
Note that Sz,, E 3. Now if i # j 
mp( Uij,..., UJ, Qij) = AliU,j E $. 
If i = j, we have 
mp( Uii,..., Ut, BJ - Bi = m(m - 1)AiiU2. 
Hence, for all i, j where 1 < i, j < r, we find 
AjiUij E $. 
Furthermore, if i # j, we have 
m(m - 1) p( Uii,..., U;, U,i, Aj”U,j) = (m - 1) Aj”U: + Aji U,j E f 
and 
pL(u;,..., U,i,(m-l)A,~U~+A,iU,~)=(m-l)A,(U,”~$. 
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Hence, for all i, j we have AiiUti E $. Thus, if i = 1, AilUIr E $ for all j. 
Ifi # 1 then 
m(m - 1) p(Uil, UIz, ?IJt ,..., Uzi, AjiUiL) = (m - 1) AjiUii + A,ZUI1 E fl. 
Hence, 
m(m - 1) /L( Uil, UIi, Uti ,..., UzL, Aj”U,“) - (m - 1) A~U,Z = Ai”U,l E x. 
LEMMA 20. If f is an ideal of 9, then E(f) is a trivial ideal in R. 
Proof. Suppose 01, p E E(y). Then there exist A, B E $ and indices 
ir , ia, jr and j, such that Af; = 01 and B: = /3. By Lemma 19, c&,l and flUI 
belong to $. Therefore, (a - @VI1 E d and E(T($) is closed under differences. 
Now, for any y E [w we have 
~(1 y il/m-lUI1, / y /l/+lUI1,..., I y p-l Ull, &-cd.&‘) = &cd / y 1 U,l E 8. 
Using the appropriate choice of sign for 01, we conclude my E E(2) and E(y) 
is closed under multiplication by real numbers. Thus, E($)is an ideal in Iw and is, 
therefore, either 0 or Iw. 
LEMMA 21. E($) = Rifandonlyif$ =z%?. 
Proof. If f = W then aOr, E $ for all OL E Iw. Hence, E(f) = Qg. 
Conversely, if E(y) = [w then there exists A E $ such that Aji = 1. Hence, 
U,l E 4; by Lemma 19. 
Now 
m(m - l)p( Url, UIS, U,l,..., U,l) = lJVs + 8,1UIS + 6,sU,1 + (m - l)SrsUrl E d. 
By checking various cases for r and s we conclude that UT8 E $. Hence, $ = W. 
THEOREM 8. 9 C 99 is maximal. 
Proof. Let9 C $ C W. Then by Lemma 18, E(f) # 0. Hence, E(y) = 9 
and f = %?. 
COROLLARY. The given d&Grential equation (3) is indecomposable. 
Proof. The result follows from the maximality of Y and Corollary 2 of [l]. 
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